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Abstract

The firstacceleration of a uraniumbeam using the new ATLAS Positive Ion Injector_II) tookplace on July27, 1992. Since that
first run, ATLAS andPHhave completely achieved the design goals of the projectand now providehigh-currentheavy-ion beams
withenergies beyond the Coulomb barrierfor the researchprogram. ATLAS routinelyand reliablyprovides low-emittance beams
of uraniumand other veryhigh-mass ions atenergies in excess of 6 MeV/n with availableon-targetbeam intensifies exceeding 5
particlehA. The expectation that the beam qualityfor heavy _ams wouldbe significantlybetterthan that of the tandeminjector
has been fully realized. The longitudinal emittanceof beams from the PII is typically one-thirdthat of similarbeams from the
tandem injector. In the pastyear ATLAS provideduraniumbeams for approximately19% of the totalresearchbeam time, while
beams with A_.100 were used 33% of the time. The systemperformanceand techniquesdeveloped which made for this successful
resultwill be discussed. Improvementprojectsunderwaywill be presentedand futuregoals described.

Introduction energies in excess of the Coulomb barrier. The PIIconsists
of a new 12-MV low-velocity superconductinglinear

The ATLAS facih'tywas developed initially to _.¢lerator[l,2,3] which is injected by an electron cyclotron
provide beams of heavy ions with A<I00 at energies in the resonance(ECR) ion sonrce[4,5] mounted on a high voltage
vicinity of the Coulomb barrier. For this purposean (300 kV) platform.
independently-phased, superconductingresonatorlinear The new PII injectorhas now beenoperationalsince
acceleratorwas developed to acceleratebeamslZ'ovidedby April, 1992 and has providedbeams to the heavy-ion
an electrostatic tandem injector. The firstbeams from this researchprogramrangingfrom the molecule Hell+to 23'U.
version of ATLAS were delivered in 1985. In the 1993 fiscal yearuraniumoperation constimr_l 18% of

The most recent improvementto the ATLAS facility the beamtime providedto the experimentalprogram. This
has been the design and construction of a new injector for paperdescribes the performanceof the PII and ATLAS
the main linac. The goal of this new Positive Ion Injector facility foruraniumacceleration and how thatperformance
(PII) injectorwas to remove the limitation on ion mass for was achieved. Futureimprovements to the facility, either in
beams from ATLAS and allow the ATLAS facility to progressor planned,arealso discussed.
provide ion beams of any species, including uraniumat
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FigureI.TheATLAS facilityfloorplan.Thestalesofaccelerationforinaniumareindicatedontheplan.
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Important Parameters for Uranium and Lead
ATLAS Operation for Uranium Acceleration Acceleration at ATLAS

Bemn Date Q1 (}2 Analog en Ima T/M
The ATLAS facility, includingthe new Positive Ion Pb 5/92 24 39 t_O3+ 30 0.2 4.9

Injector, is shown in Figure 1. In orderfor the ATLAS linac U 7/92 28 42 US6* 0.1 5.7
to provide Coulomb-energy beams forA>150, thebeams U 9/92 28 42 US_ 5.6
from the presentECR ion source must be stri_ed at least U 2/93 27 40 6°Ni_°+ 60 1.0 6.5
once. A typicalaccelerationprocess for these beamsis U 3/93 25 40 _i _°+ 4.6 6.1
indicated in Figure 1 and the location of the beam stripping U 5/93 24 39 s_Ni_°+ 38 4.5 6.5
point is indicated. Only one slripping, at the end of the PII U 8/93 25 40 _i 1°* 4.4 6.1
injector, is necessary in orderto achieve uraniumbeam U 11/93 26 40 _Ni TM 4.6 6.5
energies lip to 6.6 MeV/A. Pb 1/94 27 37 _S 6+ 6.3 6.3

Up to now the capability to provide a single charge-
state beam into the next section of the linac after this Performance of Major Devices In ATLAS
stripping was notavailable. In order to tune this section of
the linac, it has been necessary to use an analogbeam from The firsturaniumbeams fromthe ECR ion source
the tandem injector. The analog beam is chosen to were generatedusing UFeas the source material. The
approximately match the uraniumbeam in charge-to-mass maximumbeam currentwith this materialwas
ratio (Q/A) and velocity at the entranceto the 'booster'linac, approximately3 el_ and the peak in the chargestate
The beam-RF phase must also be matched at this point for distributionocctmed at 22+. The performanceof the source
the two beams. With these requirementsmet, the analog improvedsignificantlywith the use of a small ceramic rod of
beam may be used to set up the 'booster' linac section. UO2directly insertedinto the plasma. The maximumbeam

Once the 'booster' linac section is tunedwith the cunent increased to approximately 5 el_A and the peak in
guide beam, corrections to that tunemust be applied to the the chargestate distributionincreased to 24+. Additional
amplitudeand phase of the resonators to correctfor the improvementsin the source have improved the chargestate
slight (Q/A) differencebetween the analog beam and the distributionso thatit now peaks at25+ or above.
desired uraniumbeam, the energy loss from the stripperfoil,
and the relative phases of the two beams. Thisprocedure
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hasworkedweftandthebeamquality andtransmissionfor 8 , I e_4+ I 1603+' ' I ' 'heavybeamaccelerationhasbeengood.The lastlinac 1602+
sectioncanbe tunedwith a singlecharge-stateuranium Lbeam since the beam transportto the last section of the linac 7 -

cleanly selects a unique charge state. 238U -The development of a uraniumbeamat ATLAS
proceeded over a periodof nine months. Duringthat time
improvements were realized in the operationof many 5 _ _ -
acceleratorsystems. Significant improvementswere realized +
in the ECR ion source operation, resonatorfield levels, and 4 _ _ -
cryogeniccapacity. The first accelerationofuranium 14,2+

occurredduring the week of July 27, 1992. Since then seven 3 _ -

additional runs using 23SUor 2°spb have occurred. 1605+ 12C 2_ /Table I list parametersrelevant to each of those runs _m 2 _ -

dsowmrealized as variouschanges have been made. The quoted 1
longitudinal emittance, e_,is in units of nkeV.ns, and T/M is

themaximumenergydeliveredin MeV/A. Thelongitudinal 0 -_, I ' ; ' ; I ' "
emittance quoted is measured after accelerationthroughthe 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
PII injector. At the maximum beam energy, the longitudinal 90° MAGNETFIELD((3)
emittance has worsened typically by a factorof four partially
due to emittance growth in the stripping proce_ and t_ Figure 2. Chargestate distribution for uraniumfrom the PII
imperfections in the analog beam setup procedures. ECR ion sourceusing UO2 feed material and an aluminum

extractorelectrode.
Table I
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The consumptionrateof materialhas been excellent, chargestates in the 30's. Such ECR source performance
During the last run foruranium, the consumption ratewas would allow ATLAS toprovideuranium beams at 6 MoV/A
0.11 mg/hr. For 3 egA in the 26+ charge state, a total or greaterwithout stripping,thereby greatly improving beam
efficiency of .243% into the 26+ charge statewas realized, currentefficiency and beamquality. _on of this source

The performanceand reliability of the PIIresonators system with ATLAS is expected in late 1996.
has been excellent. The average accelem_g field for the PH The capacity of the ATLAS cryogenic system is
quarter-waveresonatorsis 3.6 MV/m. Beam tran_mission severely taxedduringaccelerationof these heavy beams and
throughthe PH linac has also been very good. Beam is a significant limitationto certainaspects of ATLAS
transmission, aftercorrectingfor the unbunchedcomponent, performance. Last yeara new wet engine _ was
is 85-100%. The injectorbunching system has performed installed to replacethe Joule-Thompsonexpansion valve in
well. Measured bunch widths from the harmonicbuncher one refrigeratorand improved the system capacity by
are typically 2 ns FWHM and the second stage bunching approximately50 watts. In the next year, two additionalwet
system producesbeam pulses of approximately300-350 ps engines will be addedto the other two facility refrigerators.
FWHM for linac acceleration. The total system capacity is expected to increase by 25-30%

Thebeamstrippingisaccomplishedusing50 or175wattswhichshouldallowgreatlyimlxovedcryogenic
ggm/cm2thickness carbonseK-supportingfoils. The average reliability and efficiency as well as acceleratorperformance.
foil lifetime for beam currentsof 56 pnA was 2.2 hoursor
122 pnA-hours. At beam intensities of approximately23 *Thisresearchwas supportedby the US D.O.E.,
pnA the foil lifetime doubles. Beryllium foils show an NucLPhys.Div., contractW-31-109-ENG-38.
increase in the average stripped charge-stateof 2 charge
tmits[6] but their lifetime is only 50% the lifetime of carbon References
foils. Therefore carbonfoils have beenused formost of [1] L.M. Bollinger andK. W. Shepard, _g of the

ATLAS operationwith uraniumand lead beams. 1984Linear AcceleratorConference, Seeheim, W.
Germany,May 1984, GSI ReportGSI-84-11, pp. 217

Improvements (1984).
[2]R.C.Pardo,L.M. Bollinger,andILW. Shepard,Nucl.

Themostsignificantperformancelimitationforthe Instnnn.andMethods,B24/25,746(1987).
operation with stripped heavy beams has been the quenching [3] L.M. Bollinger, et al., Nucl. Instrum.and Methods,
of solenoids in the acceleratordue to beam loss from stray B79, 753 (1993).
beam. During these runs, the section of the tinacfollowing [4] R.C. Pardo, Nucl. Instrum.andMethods, 1340/41, 1014
",.hestrippingwas operatedwithout any charge-state (1989).
selection. Therefore all chargestates aredelivered into that [5] R.C. Pardoand P.J.Billquist, Rev. Sci. Instruments, 61,
section of the linac. Chargestates more thanone unit lower #1, 239(1989).
thanthe tuned charge state are not capturedby the linac and [6] R.C. Pardo, et al., Proceedings of the 1993 IEEEParticle
are lost in the accelerator. The power from these lost charge AcceleratorConference,Washington, DC, May, 1993,
states is sufficient to cause solenoid heating andquenching pp. 1694(1993).
at beam currents into the stripperin excess of 1.5-2.0 egA. [7] Z. Xie, C. M. Lyneis, R.S. Lam, and S.A. Lundgren,
This problem is being solved with the installation of a new Rev. Sci. Instrum.62, #3, 775(1991).
charge-state selector. This device is being installed at the
time of this conference and will be availablefor runs
beginning in the Fall, 1994. Available uranium andlead
beam currents on target are expected to increase to
approximately 10 pnA at that time.

Stripping these heavy beams after the PH injector in
order to achieve Coulomb barrier energies poses a number of
limitations to the performance of the ATLAS facility even
with the addition of the new charge-state selector. Available
beam current is reduced by a factor of five, beam quality is
worsened in the stripping process, and the complexity of
operation is increased. A new ECR ion source, based on the DISCLAIMER
LBL 'Advanced ECR' ion source[7], and high voltage
platform is aow in the design and early procurement stage This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States

which is expected to provide uranium beams with useful Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
enee herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoringby the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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